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Agripp climbing holds
are the result of years of passion.

Movement and Spirit.

Introducing new climbing sensations,
with 300 creative climbing holds 

supported by the latest technology.
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Bug PU-N°6081

A collection of thin and slopy holds made with PU. 
Ideal for practicing precision. 

XS 10pcs Foot

PU-N°6112   PE-N°5249   Print
Collection of footholds.

Possible use for hands within the hardest routes.

XS 15pcs Foot

KARMA

KARMA
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Alien PU-N°6063   PE-N°5295

Basic set of small crimps, 
ideal for your fingers workout and technique.

XS 20pcs Crimps

Assorted very elusive fine holds,
great for gripping and friction.

PU-N°5248   Psycho

S 10pcs Slopers

KARMA
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PU-N°5251   Unicorn

Influ PU-N°5376

Long pinches for your fingerwork,
exceptional touching sensations.

Serie of five formidable arched crimps,
nice for vertical paths and slabs.

S

S

5pcs

5pcs Crimps

KARMA

/Pinches
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All-round holds with some pinches.
Perfect for any style.

PU-N°6072   PE-N°5367   Osiris

S 10pcs Mini-jugs

KARMA

Collection of technical crimps and pinches.

Evo PU-N°6073   PE-N°5297

S 15pcs Pinches
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KARMA

Cristal PU-N°5936

Series of 10 models which will need friction precision. 
Accuracy will be tested to the limit !

S-M 10pcs

Magnificent medium sized pinches ! 
To be tamed…

PU-N°6214   Magic

5pcs PinchesM

Slopers
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KARMA

PU-N°5368   Ride
Series of jugs for overhangs...

Particularly adapted for working technique.

L 10pcs

All-round series,
with some original shapes and crimps.

Iron PE-N°5366

M 10pcs Crimps

Jugs
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KARMA

Assorted grippy pocket holds
and comfortable jugs.

Wolv PU-N°6344   PE-N°5296

L 10pcs

PU-N°6223   Wave
Here you have 10 slopers for all possible inclinations.

L 10pcs Slopers

pockets
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KARMA

Pockets for two and three fingers,
quite popular amongst climbers.

Velvet PU-N°6380   PE-N°5382

13pcs

PU-N°6070   PE-N°5283   Attack
Serie of strips and subtle crimps,

designed for vertical slightly slope profiles.

10pcs Crimps

Mix Finger

Mix
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KARMA

Two tufas with multiple shapes
and an eye-catching design.

Efix PU-N°6068   PE-N°5298

L 2pcs Crimps

PU-N°5463   Maximus
A set of very comfortable jugs,

a must-have for indoor climbing.

XL 6pcs Jugs
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A series specially sculpted for overhangs. 
With good ergonomics and comfort…

Addic PU-N°6217

5pcs JugsXL

PU-N°6095   PE-N°5250   Sismic
An ideal serie of flat slopers

with several type of prehensions

XL 3pcs Slopers

KARMA
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KARMA

Series of slopy pinches for a subtile and temperamental 
type of climbing. 

Wild PU-N°6158

XL 3pcs Slopers

PU-N°6271   Blade
These pair of slopers/pinches are a reference. 

Turn them as you will ! «Movement Spirit»

XL 2pcs Pinches
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A must, these pinches are destined for resistance 
or endurance routes.

Drakkar PU-N°6267

5pcs PinchesXL

PU-N°6303   Astral
Series of beautiful textured with a radical stye!

XL 10pcs Slopers

KARMA
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Nicolas FAVRESSE in Yosemite Valley             Jean Louis WERTZ
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KARMA

Four quite radical style holds
with some surprising pinches

In the wake of the Bonzaï serie, large pinches, 
perfect for vertical profiles and slopes.

Bonzaï PU-N°5377

PU-N°5364   Talisma

XXL

XXL

4pcs

3pcs

Pinches

Pinches
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These big slopers and thin holds are exceptional ! 
Specialy for bouldering.  

Galaxy PU-N°6301

3pcs Slopers

PU-N°5379   Rambla
Designed to work on the spirit

of movement, ideal for boulders.

G 2pcs Slopers

XXL

KARMA
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Very beautiful carved tufa for a choice
of varied and relatively pinchy grips.

Jurana PU-N°5365

2pcs Tufa

PU-N°5320   Solar
The centerpiece of our collection.

A Macro with incredible shapes
and a diversity of different grips. 

G 1pcs Slopers

KARMA

G
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These 2 spicy items will offer a unique sensation for overhangs ! 
Designed with the purest “Karma» style !

Walhalla PU-N°5934

2pc Jugs

PU-N°6052    Spirit 1
All the spirit is united in this macro! 

They will allow you to exceed your own limits 
and will be a reference on your walls !

G 1pcs Tufa-slopers

G

KARMA
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Spirit 2 PU-N°6160

On top of a significant lower weight for a same size, 
the little sister of Spirit 1 has absolutely nothing to envy!

G 1pcs Tufa-slopers

KARMA
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HYBRID
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Nano PU-N°6184

PU-N°5253   Ramera

Sculpted for the fingertips, these micro holds will require 
precision and leisure!

Highly technical series for feet and for pretty serious
boulder passages. Not suited for hands.

XXS

XS

10pcs

10pcs

Edges

Foot

HYBRID
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Small precision crimps. Varied profiles !

PU-N°6424   PE-N°6085   Niake

S 15pcs Edges

An essential series for feet,
slim and all-around.

Aku PU-N°61019   PE-N°5300

XS 20pcs Foot

HYBRID
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Mental PU-N°5938

An assortment of little pinches and technical crimpers 
with a “Hybrid” style.

S 20pcs Edges

Ultra technical series. Very slopy, for experts !

PU-N°6083   Sendo

S 10pcs Edges

HYBRID
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Mini jugs in the wake of the Mutter set
with a round grip and pinchy. 

PU-N°6064   PE-N°5246  Tricky

S 10pcs Mini-Jugs

HYBRID

Tao PU-N°6198

Big footholds for big overhangs. 
Good for hooking and steep edging. 

S 10pcs Edges
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Mutter PU-N°6079   PE-N°5257

Set of small edges and pinches.
Excellent for perfecting your skills.

10pcs Edges

HYBRID

Work your fingers out with these ten
hard-and-fast arched holds.

For bouldering and resistance climbing. 

PU-N°6071   PE-N°5252   Shia

M 10pcs EDGES

S
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KARMA
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Mini Jugs for all kind of routes. 
Very appreciated by route setters.

Yung   PU-N°6403   PE-N°5243   

M 10pcs Mini-jugs

HYBRID

PU-N°6162   Festin
Edges which combine all types of shapes.

M 10pcs Edges
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Flat midsized slopers and pinches.
For fleeting grips on slabs and vertical routes.

PU-N°6180   PE-N°5305   Mang

L 10pcs Slopers-pinches

HYBRID

Scopp PU-N°6096   PE-N°5300 

Perfect for working on your fingers strength,
arched type edges. 

L 8pcs Edges
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Lotus PU-N°6221

Corner holds, for imagining balance movements on arêtes 
and wooden volumes. 

L 3pcs Slopers

Varied pinches and hooks for all overhangs !

PU-N°6249   Nodo

L 10pcs Pinches

HYBRID
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Cosmos PU-N°6299

A collection of 10 jugs adapted for the steepest 
overhangs and roofs.

L 2pcs Slopers

PU-N°5381   Dogma
Assorted technical and demanding pinches and edges.

Sensations guaranteed for your finger.

10pcs Pinches/EdgesMix

HYBRID
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PU-N°6390   PE-N°5284   Woodoo
A set of comfortable, grippy and ergonomic holds. 

XL 5pcs

Tribal PU-N°6251

5 big graspy jugs with an ergonomic feel!

5pcs JugsXL

Jugs

HYBRID
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Akro PU-N°6212

True jewels to be used with caution… and tact ! 
Offer multiple possibilities of pockets to work on…

10pcs Pockets

PU-N°5370   Chaos
Six precisely and finely designed flat holds. 

Sensations guaranteed.

6pcs SlopersXXL

Mix

HYBRID
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PU-N°5369   Elipse
Essential flat holds for bouldering,

featuring unique curves for precise and technical grasping.

XXL 2pcs

Punja PU-N°6338   PE-N°5299

Large ergonomic pinches with multiple grasping angles.
Ideal for medium to strong slopes. A classic for bouldering.  

5pcs PinchesXL

Slopers

HYBRID
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Gecko PU-N°6440

2 formidable and technical pinches for sensational climbing !

XXL 2pcs Pinches

PU-N°6020   Dark
These 2 formidable and difficult to hold slopers

 are perfect for demanding boulder problems !

2pcs SlopersXXL

HYBRID
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HYBRID
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Golem PU-N°6021

These 4 big “Hybrid” slopers will soon be a must ! 
Shaped with sleek and fluid lines for guaranteed fun climbing. 

4pcs Slopers

PU-N°5378   Mandarin
These huge jugs will soon be your best friend 

in roofs and overhanging walls.

3pcs SlopersXXL

XXL

HYBRID
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PU-N°5374   Pegasus
Very large jugs with lots of positive holds,

perfect for roof and slopes.

XXL 5pcs

Dalton PU-N°5304

Long flat holds. Ideal for slabs and very technical slopes.
Multiple grabbing positions. 

2pcs SlopersG

Jugs

HYBRID
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Olympus PU-N°5948

These huge jugs will soon be your best friend in roofs 
and overhanging walls.

5pcs Jugs

 PU-N°5380   Dagger
Large size slopers, a must-have for

opening bouldering routes. 

2pcs SlopersG

XXL

HYBRID
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PU-N°6438   King
Big pinch for explosive bouldering movements !

G 2pcs

Opium PU-N°6053

The biggest slopers of the «Hybrid»range, you could almost call it a 
volume. No matter what grade, sensations will be waiting for you !

2pcs SlopersG

Pinches

HYBRID
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Stéphane HANSSENS in Namibia              Jean Louis WERTZ
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TECHNOLOGY
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While we are indeed passionate about movement and spirit,
we also have at heart to constantly improve our products in order to meet our customers needs.

Our climbing holds are the result of cutting edge design and are manufactured
with the latest technology so we can achieve the highest standards. 

AGRIPP has the latest «Safety Holds» technology and fulfills the latest European 
standards regarding these.

An excessive torque due to the tightening or the wall istelf can sometimes 
damage a hold and eventually break it.
The climbing walls being nowadays higher and higher, a piece or the entire hold 
itself can cause severe injuries to fellow climbers below. A one kilogram set falling 
from ten to fifteen meters can land with a force equivalent to several times its 
weight. A hold can thus turn into a dealdy object for climbers if not designed 
properly.

CHC or FHC ? You don’t have to choose anymore !

The Stainless Steel - UBI (Universal Bolt Insert) increases resistance up to 300% 
compared to traditionnal inserts, no matter what bolts you use.

All AGRIPP holds are now provided with this system. As the use of Impact Wrenches 
widespreads,  the Stainless Steel - UBI provides you with much more resistance.

Your Agripp holds will as a result last much longer over time.

The new production line of PU Holds allows the hollowing of these. Resulting in 
holds five times lighter than conventional ones while maintaining an excellent 
resistance thanks to the PU features. This also makes it an economical product in 
terms of raw materials.

These techniques ensure that our composite holds are the lightest and most 
resistant ever made.

Our SURFACE HARDENING system makes the grain unique and high wear resistant 
over time for unmatched climbing sensations.

SAFETY HOLDSINSERT

COMPOSIT
This is why AGRIPP uses the latest 
« Safety Holds » technology that 
prevents a breaking hold from 
generating such debris.

The European Standard 
EN12572-3 ensures the 
effectiveness of this 
technology on safety.
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The Universal Bolt Insert (UBI) is a revolutionary steel insert that allows the use 
of both countersink and cap head bolts. The cylinder fits on the flat bottom of the 
insert; the cone lies on the slanted outer walls.

According to Finite Element Analysis models and ISO 130 strength tests performed 
by a laboratory, hold strength increases by up to as much as 300%.

By spreading the internal stresses in the hold more evenly around the bolt hole, the 
UBI technology decreases the pressure at the bottom and spreads it to the sides of 
the hold, making AGRIPP holds stronger than ever.

MATERIAL UNIVERSAL BOLT INSERT

ECOLOGICAL COMPANY AND HOLDS

PE (polyester)

PU (polyuréthane)

Currently the most resistant resin on the market, which has also been tested
by a specialised consulting firm for years. The PU has almost become a standard 
amongst climbing walls.

PU is more flexible and absorbs the shocks and constrains of installation and dis-
mantling far better. All this makes the PU holds long duration products.

Agripp has developed its first Regenerative Polyurethane we are calling it Danno-
lite. Dannolite is very similar to that offered by a large producer from the USA.

As manufacturers, but also as climbers, we feel particularly concerned by climate 
change and global warming.

We not only chose to work with the best professionals, we also want them to be as 
cautious as we are in terms of our ecological footprint. We make them use as few 
energy and raw materials as possible. As an example, carbon emissions are reduced 
by five thanks to the hollowing of the PU reduced holds.

At AGRIPP we abhor planned obsolescence and the exceptional life span of our 
holds will not only benefit our planet but also your wallet.

We want to contribute to the common effort in reducing our impact on nature 
and climate. By doing this we also want to preserve cliffs and mountains that are 
affected by increased erosion due to global warming and the acidification of runoff 
waters.

PU preview

Made of plastic resin, it is still the most common hold you can find in European 
climbing walls.

A specific mixture of sand and pigment paste (mortar resin) is added to the plastic in 
order to produce a PE hold. The holds have a rocky touch with a unique grip feeling 
due to its hardness and texture.

The PE resine is also cheaper.
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Fluorescent

- Woodscrew

- Cap-Head bolt

COLOR RANGE

SCREWS SIZES

XXS
XS
S
M
L
XL
XXL
G

Standard

- Countersunk bolt
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Agripp

Rue Van Ysendyck n° 44 

1030 Brussels - Belgium

0032 479 95 44 86

info@agripp.com

WWW.AGRIPP.COM
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i n f o @ a g r i p p . c o m


